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SJSU nixes scholarships in 10 minor sports
By Stewart Emerson and
Michael Liedtke
The axeman’s blade finally has fallen on 10 men’s
sports that have been on the chopping block for several 7.5; wrestling - 9.5; gymnastics - 2; and judo - 2.
years.
On an experimental basis, the track programs did not
In an effort to balance its budget for 1982-83, SJSU’s receive any scholarships from the department this year,
Men’s Athletic Department has slashed all scholarship but solicited the NCAA maximum of 19 grants-in-aid
money for everyone of Its 12 intercollegiate sports except through fundraising.
football and basketball.
The scholarship allocations for the football and
The 10 affected sports - baseball, golf, gymnastics, bsketball programs will remain unchanged in a move
judo, soccer, tennis, wrestling, outdoor wrestling, outdoor designed to save the Men’s Athletic Department an
track, indoor track and cross country - will be forced to estimated $80,000 in the upcoming fiscal year.
Football will continue to receive the NCAA maximum
raise all scholarship money on their own.
The total number of in-state scholarships taken from of 95 scholarships every four-year period while basketball
the non-revenue sports stands at 13. Each in-state will continue to be granted the limit of 15.
scholarship is worth approximately $3,200 and are exThe slashing of the 10 non-revenue-producing sports
pected to rise another $300 in 1982-83.
signifies the culmination of a process which began over
The breakdown of scholarships for the minor sports is two-and-a-half years ago when the department redirected
as follows: baseball - 2; golf - 2; tennis - 2; soccer - its priorities.

1 3 grants-in-aid usurped in budget trimming
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A.S. directors
seek revisions in
program board act
’Students crying for accountability’
By Jon Swartz
Some changes may be in the air for the AS. Program Board.
A revision of Act 50, which sets guidelines for the program board, was
introduced Wednesday at the A.S. board of directors meeting.
Jim Bowen, Cal State Affairs director, outlined five proposed
changes.
.
One - a reduction of program board chairpersons from six to four.
Under the revised act, dance, forums, films and the contemporary arts
would have chairpersons.
The two other existing board chairmen, artist-in-residence and
classical, would be eliminated.
Two - the A.S. director of sponsored programs and the controller
would become voting members of the program board.
Currently, the only voting members on the board are members of the
board itself. Members of the AS. are excluded.
Three - a requirement that students appointed to the program
board show an ability to handle money responsibly.
Four - if a member of the board has displayed an incompetence or
irresponsibility to perform his task, that member will be reviewed by the
A.S. president and director of personnel with the option of removal from
the position.
Five - this revision would call for the program director to be
reviewed by an advisory committee at the end of the fall semester.
Should the committee vote a two-thirds margin finding incompetence
on the part of the director, that director would be removed from office.
"People on the board and students are crying for some accountability
from the program board," Rowen said. "I think that Act 50 has allowed
them to operate the way they have this year."
Bo Buhisan, director of intercultural activities, said he agreed with
Rowen that revisions in Act 50 should occur.
"We do need changes based on this year’s performance by the
board," Buhisan said.
The reading of the revision was an introductory phase in the revision
process. Next Wednesday, a second reading at the board of director’s
meeting will oc, ’Jr.
No program board members were present at the meeting.

money instead of just asking them.
"We’ve got to be very innovative as far as financing
goes," Adams said. -We’ve got to have creative financing."
The baseball program already has raised enough
promised money for 13 scholarships next year.
It remains unclear what the department will do if any
of the other sports fail to raise enough money to survive.
Adams said the department probably would bail out
any endangered sports although he added "it would be
foolish to say a program couldn’t go under."
The cuts, he said, were based on "where you can get
money and where you can’t get money."
Although the basketball team lost more money
I approximately 850,000 I than any other sport last year, its
scholarship number was not cut because of its moneymaking potential.

In a decision made jointly with SJSU President Gail
Fullerton, Men’s Athletic Director Dave Adams divided
the department into three tiers in the summer of 1980.
Football and basketball were placed in level one
wrestling, track and soccer were classified in level two;
and all remaining sports were relegated to level three.
As an aftershock of the shake-up, football scholarships were boosted from 75 to the present number and
three scholarships were added to the basketball program.
The additional scholarships for football and
basketball were siphoned from the lower-echelon sports.
Although the number was depleted, the minor sports
at least had a few scholarships to work with. But now they
will be forced to fare with none.
In effect, the athletic department is now requiring the
coaches of the affected programs to raise scholarship continued on page 7

Returns to teaching after 11 years

Director of women’s athletics resigns
By Mark J. Tennis
Joyce Malone, director of women’s athletics
since 1971, has resigned her position to return to
full-time teaching in SJSU’s Department of
Human Performance.
"I accept Joyce’s resignation as women’s
A.D. with regret,"SJSU President Gail Fullerton
said. "She has done a superb job of bringing to
the campus outstanding coaches and athletes
during her tenure as A.D.
"I understand her desire to return to return
to teaching, however, and all of us in administration wish her well."
Malone was in Fresno at a league meeting
yesterday and could not be reached for comment.
A search committee to find a successor to
Malone will be appointed in the near future,
according to Fullerton.
Malone’s resignation will take effect July 1.
"I know she misses teaching," said Carolyn
Lewis, who is the associate director for women’s
athletics at SJSU. "Swimming was her major
interest when she came her so I think she’ll be
teaching aquatics."
Lewis also speculated that Malone is interested in coaching synchronized swimming.
Malone joined the SJSU faculty in 1965 as

Women’s
athletic
director Joyce Malone
makes a point during a
recent
:nter-.’’Ow
Malone, who has been
the women’s athletic
director at SJSU since
1971, has resigned her
post to return to fulltime teaching.

4,
swimming coach. She piloted her teams to
several Northern California and invitational
titles during her six years and coach.
The 1953 honors graduate of SJSU was
named women’s athletic director in 1971 and has
also held many other posts in collegiate

athletics.
Malone is a past president of the NorCal
conference, was treasurer of the American
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women’s Region
Eight in 1973-74 and was president-elect of
Region Eight in 1974-75.

Sun shines on bright mind

Gore Vidal speaks
today; Blues festival
entertains tomorrow
Blues music and possibly blue
skies will prevail tomorrow as the
blues festival makes its second
appearance on campus.
But today will bring the first
appearance of Gore Vidal.
Vidal will speak at 11:30 a.m. in
the S.U. amphitheater on "The State
of His Politics." Admission is free.
Vidal, author of "Burr,"
"Creation,"
and
"Myra
Breckenridge," is also running for
the Democrat Party’s nomination
for U.S. Senate, opposing Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr., among
others.
This isn’t the first time Vidal has
run for political office. More than 20
years ago he ran unsuccessfully for
Congress, from New York.
Martha Brandt, A.S. Program
Board forums chairwoman, said
Vidal called her, willing to speak for
free. She instantly booked him.
"He’s a very entertaining
speaker," Brandt said, adding she is
neither endorsing Vidal nor paying
him.

"I’ll give any candidate equal
time," she said.
And equally entertaining is what
the second annual blues festival is
expected to be.
The festivities will run from 2:30
to 6:30 p.m. Saturday at the fountain.
Providing the entertainment
will be John Lee Hooker, BBQ
Barnes, Francis Clay, Sonny Lane,
Little Frankie Lee, Sid Morris.
Mississippi Johnny Waters and Ron
Thompson and the Resistors.
Although the program board is
doling out about $6,600 for the event,
admission is free.
According to Bill Rolland,
program board director, spring ’81s
blues festival attracted approximately 1,800 persons. He expects the same amount this year and
hopes to someday make the event a
tradition on campus.
"There’s nothing down here like
it," he said. "We found a niche, and
filled it."

Hey! Look who’s
on local television Tony Robinson!
L

, D v

While Derrick Berry makes a concentrated and tiresome effort
to study, the warmth of a sunny day beams brilliantly through

By Lenny Bonsai]
Ronald Reagan was an actor who went into
politics. At SJSU, the situation is reversed.
A.S. President Tony Robinson recently made
his television debut in locally shown commercial
announcing this weekend’s celebration of SJSU’s
125th anniversary.
The ad features Robinson walking, talking.
dancing, eating and shouting out information
about the celebration, scheduled to begin today.
Despite the simplicity of the commercial,
Robinson insists that it really did involve some
work.
"It was interesting for me because I never
imagined film work would be so physically

I pport

the windows of the Clark Library. Berry is an student at San
Jose City College.

exhausting," Robinson said. The ad, he said,
took eight hours of filming around campus
before it was completed.
"By five o’clock, I was totally exhausted,"
said Robinson.
Even though it was his first real "acting"
job, Robinson said he wasn’t nervous when he
faced the cameras and started doing the commercial.
"Bob Reynolds, the director, made me feel
very relaxed while we were shooting." he said.
"I didn’t feel self-conscious at all."
"No one has had any negative comments
about it," he continued. "Then again, no one has
said anything real positive either. I guess nobody

wants to tell you if you look stupid ’
Robinson said the idea for the commercial
came about during meetings over the 125th
Anniversary celebration and the SJSU open
house.
"Dick Staley I Assistant director of community relations I and I talked about open house
and what we wanted to see," he said. The
commercial idea was mentioned and Robinson
went for it.
With his first job under his belt, Robinson
admitted he was bitten by the acting hug.
"I wouldn’t mind going into show business,"
he said wistfully. "I could get into commercials . . "
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Keep the legal age limit 21

No need for 1 8 -year -old drinkers
A major issue that has
developed in recent years is the
lowering of the legal drinking age to
18.
Many states have adopted this
and are letting 18-year-olds buy
alcohol. We can only hope that
California does not become one of
those states

By Mike Jones
Staff Writer

The big concern about letting 18year-olds drink is traffic accidents.
At 18, a person many times gets
his first car. People at that age have
a tendency to show off their car by
racing or doing something foolish in
it.
An 18-year-old is usually not a
very experienced driver. If he is
stupid enough to get behind the
wheel after he has had a few drinks.
the results could be disastrous. Since
1971, when 18 states lowered the
drinking age, liquor-related traffic
accidents rose drastically. In some
states traffic fatalities involving
drunken teenagers nearly tripled.
A University of Michigan

highway safety survey found that
when the drinking age is lowered
there is a higher number of traffic
accidents. In Michigan, accidents
involving 18- to 20-year-olds under
the influence of alcohol were up 17
percent.
When Maine recently raised the
drinking law back up to 21, the
number of 17- and 18-year-old drunk
drivers arrested dropped 30 percent.
But teenage driving under the
influence of alcohol is not the only
reason the drinking age should
remain at 21.
There is too much alcohol in our
high schools already. Ron Bailey,
superintendent of schools in Maine,
said after that state raised the
drinking age to 21, drinking in the
schools was not as flagrant as it was
when the legal age was 18.
A big problem with 18-year-old
legal drinkers is that many of them
are still in high school.
It is very easy for one person to
walk into a liquor store and buy
booze for his younger friends.
Most high school students are
not ready to handle alcohol, yet with
the 18-year-old law, we are practically encouraging them to drink.
Of course schools do not allow
students to bring alcohol in the
classroom, even if they are allowed
to buy it. But they bring it in

anyway. As long as 18-year-olds are
able to buy alcohol legally there will
be more alcoholic teenagers and
more problems with people being
intoxicated in our public schools.
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The fact is, teenagers are
already buying alcohol, even in
California where the legal age to buy
is 21.
There are many 18-year-olds
who are mature for their age and
look older than 21.
When the law says 18-year-olds
have the right to buy alcohol, they
are encouraging them to do so.
Teenagers feel that the law is saying
it is all right for them to go out and
get drunk. Even if this is not what
the lawmakers mean, it is what the
teenagers think they mean.
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It is now too easy for teenagers
to buy alcohol.
If California ever passes the law
giving 18-year-olds the right to buy
alcohol, it will do much more harm
than good.
The traffic accidents and
alcohol -related accidents are
already too high in this state, but if
18-year-olds are given the right to
buy liquor, they going to increase
dramatically.
Teenagers are already buying
alcohol, let’s not make it any easier
for them.
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BLUEPRINT MR SURviVAL IN A NUCLEAR WAR

Greeks find stereotypical party image of them unfair
The image is one of young college men forcing
down alcohol until their brains are pickled, or running
bare-ass naked through the school fountain emitting
animal grunts and singing fight songs.
It is the fraternity image. Fraternities have been
around for more than 200 years, and so has the image.
It is imprinted on people’s minds, and it is hard, if not
impossible, to erase.
Admittedly, the Greek systemfraternities and
sororitiesis a socially oriented system. Parties,

By Stewart Emerson
Staff Writer

iendship, spirit and social contact, are all part of the
system.
It is the public’s stereotypical view of Greeks being
nothing more than a bunch of shallow, simple-minded,
stuck-up, insensitive, uncouth, beer-drinking and
carousing college rogues that some fraternity members think is unfair.
An informal poll of nine of SJSU’s 14 fraternities’
presidents and vice presidents produced a simple
answer to a simple question. Do they think the public’s
image is a fair one? No.

Sigma Nu ( 47 actives, 12 pledges) "I think it’s
a biased image," said vice president Rick Ramian.
"They (public) really don’t know what fraternities
represent." He said fraternities give persons the
chance "to develop relationships that will last later on
in life."
Alpha Tau Omega ( 40 actives, 10 pledges)
"Fraternity life offers much more than that (slamming beers)," said Larry Casson, ATO’s presdent.
"It offers brotherhood, life-long friendship and
makes a large, populated school smaller."
Cassou said SJSU, because it is a commuter
school, is a hard place to meet people. He said ATO, a
sports-oriented fraternity, gives students the opportunity to make friends and compete in athletics.
"People going through rush see us more as a
casual house than other fraternities," he said.
"No.
Pi Kappa Alpha ( 58 actives, 14 pledges)
I really don’t," said Pike’s President Steve Ellison.
ignores
public
is
part
of
it.
I
think
the
"Beer drinking
our philanthropy projects."
Last week, 57 members, little sisters and friends
helped in the annual San Mateo County Special
Olympics. "I guess we have a well-rounded image."
"Five or
Sigma Chi (51 actives, four pledges)
six guys are officers on campus," said President Hal
Conklin. Conklin said Sigma Chi has also donated more
than $6,000 to charities this year.
Theta Chi (35-40 actives, four pledges) "I
think they take that image because that’s what they
see most," said President Rick Gielow. He said the
partying linage sticks in people’s mind because it is the
most publicized.

Sigma Alpha Mu (28 actives, three pledges)
"Well, I think there’s two sides to a fraternity just like
everybody else," said SAM’s president, Mike Hanlon.
’Sure we have our parties and drink our beer, but
we go to school and we do our share of studying. You
get that stereotyped ’animal-house’ image. It’s tough
to get away from that."
Phi Delta Theta (30 actives, three pledges)
"No, I don’t believe that at all," said Scott Cooley, the
Phi Delt’s president. "Its got a lot of aspects that
people don’t see." Two weeks ago, some Phi Delta
Theta members helped a mud-slide victim in Scotts
Valley, Cooley said. "You can always rely on someone
in your fraternity for anything."

second vice president Ron Hobson. Our motto is
culture for service and service for humanity. But, you
can’t rule out the obvious."
Hobson said Phi Beta Sigma is planning to help
refurbish downtown San Jose’s Afro-American
Community Center sometime next month.
Although fraternity members are definitely not in
the front of the line for receiving halo hits, they
shouldn’t be the stomping ground for everyone’s
frustations.
Fraternities and sororities are not for everyone. It
takes a different breed a proud breed. They are
proud because they have voluntarily joined the Greek

Fraternities have been around for more
than 200 years, and so has the image.
Kappa Sigma (27 actives, four pledges)
"There’s a lot of parties," said President Jack
Woodward. "That’s just the result of getting to know a
group of people really well. But a lot of brothers
after they’re in the fraternity awhile don’t party
anymore. It’s a place to live."
"I
Phi Beta Sigma (32 actives, 13 pledges)
don’t think it’s a fair image, but it’s part of it," said

system. That is why they so zealously defend it.
This is not referring to Greek zealots who wear
Greek letters every day, sing Greek songs at 3 in the
morning, eat Greek alphabet soup, and have Greek
blood in their Greek veins those are of another breed
(never mind).
The Greeks should be seen for what they are
not
bare-ass fools.

the mailbag
’Pub rating game’
not exaggerating
Editor:
Your forum article on April 28
on the pub rating game was excellent. I myself have walked past
the pub on numerous occasions and
have witnessed women being rated.
I feel the article tells exactly
how women feel when they are being
watched and rated. Walking past
the pub can be a very uncomfortable
experience and even frightening to
most women.
I know the rating game is only
done in fun but it is not fair. Why
should women have to take detours
or pretend like they are in a hurry to
avoid the banging on the windows,
stares, whistling and the rating?
These things can really hurt a
woman’s pride. The rating game
makes it hard to walk past the pub
smiling.
1 feel a good solution to the
problem is for the women to go into
the pub, sit at the tables that line the
windows, and rate the men. That
way the men can have a taste of
their own medicine!
Robin Andrews
Business Administration
sophomore

Firing of Goding
hurts the library
(Cr
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Editor:
I am a library staff assistant
and worked as a supervisor over

temporary agency workers that
were hired for the specific purpose
of the Clark Library move.
The recent firing of Dave
Goding has appalled me.
Dave ( not "Mr. Goding") was a
friend, boss and a decisive factor
that the Clark Library is now in
service.
I saw Pastine only twice, once as
a tour guide and once as a pep
leader, both unbecoming roles.
All problems I had, from the
personnel to coordinating book move
demands, were handled by Dave,
not as a paper pusher, but as an onthe-spot supporter of my suggestion
or as an informed coordinator. That
he was
Many feel the administration
has placed itself on a pedastal, outof-reach to staff and assistants.
Pastine needs a scapegoat for
her failing ability to administer her
policy.
President Fullerton is not in
touch with the overall feelings of her
staff.
As I said, I am appalled and
propose that all staff assistants
resign. With the hiring freeze and
overall discontent of staff, the
"administration" would be forced to
cut the red tape they (she) are
hanging themselves with.
Brian Mathews
Nutrition
sophomore

Willhite selection
source of pride
Editor:
National rankings of the Spartan.
football team in the top twenties, the
premier of the California Bowl, and the fifth grid iron star to be drafted.
in the first round of the draft is definite proof of SJSU’s ability "to
play ball."
It is a joy that could be felt from
all true Spartan fans, to be affiliated
with a university that has the
diversity of such an excellent
football program.
Last year it was Nichols, this
year it is Willhite, the most recent
product of Elway’s program. It
couldn’t have happened to a finer
athlete. While most of the Spartan
football fans will mourn Gerald’s
absence, these same fans will
celebrate his presence in the NFL.
Again I would like to commend
Coach Elway and staff for keeping
the Spartan spirit alive and kicking.
That is, kicking high balls.
Vickie A. Jones
Accounting
Senior
The Forum page is your page.
The
Daily
encourages
readers’ comments on any
topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles are
those of the author. Editorials
appearing on this page are
the opinion of the Spartan
Daily
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Sawatzky learning ’the ropes’

New A.S. controller looks ahead .spartaguide

11/

"I hope to continue that kind of close
working relationship."
That relationship, Sawatzky said, will be
carried over to the student government.
"If we know our jobs, there shouldn’t be
any problem," she said. "We are all very
competent people and if we concentrate on
our goals, we should do fine."
Her only goal so far, she said, is to learn
the job.

By Lenny Bonsai’
With the school year coming to an end,
the new A.S. officials are gearing up for next
year’s duties. Robin Sawatzky, the newly
elected controller, is no exception.
"I’m really excited about next year,"
Sawatzky said, adding that preparation for
the job has just begun.
"I’m still orienting myself with the things
going on in the A.S. government," Sawatsky
said. "There are still quite a few things I have
to learn."
She said Angela Osborne, former controller, has been showing her "the ropes."
"She has been really helpful," Sawatzky
said. "She’s taken the time to show me the
duties of the controller."
The controller’s position has been vacant
since April 5, when Osborne resigned her post
because of "family problems." Despite the
absence, Sawatzky said she has not been
asked to assume her position prematurely.
"So far the president ( A.S. President
Tony Robinson) has been taking care of the
controller’s job," she said.
Sawatzky will take office along with the
other elected A.S. officials, including John
"Tony" Anderson. new president, and Rick
Spargo, vice president, on May 12.
Sawatzky said she also has been working
closely with Jean Lenart, A.S. business ad-

Robin Sawatsky
ministrator, during her orientation.
"She has been very helpful and I know
that she will answer any questions 1 may
have," Sawatzky said.

Sawatzky also said she realizes the
strange situation that awaits the board next
year. With the exception of Anderson, who
ran as an independent, the rest of the
executives and the board of directors belong
to the same political party Your Effective
Student Support. The possibility of party
division, Sawatzky said, is minimal.
"I campaigned near Tony during the election
and we got along well together," she said.
"The things he wants to accomplish go right
along with what we want. For instance, he
was against the Rec Center at first, but I think
he wants what the students want."
Sawatzky said she has not yet met with
Anderson to discuss next year.
"We were scheduled to have lunch, but
that fell through," she said. "I hope we can
get together sometime soon."
At the latest, the two will confer on May
12, when the current crop of AS. officials will
step down.

Occupational Therapy Christian
Fellowship presents Donni Miller who
will speak on "Integration of
Psychology and Theology," at 7:15 p.m.
Monday in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
The Stone Church Peacemaking
Committee will feature Congressman
Norman Mineta, D-San Jose, as
speaker at 12:15 p.m. Sunday at the
Stone Presbyterian Church, Clark Way
and Lincoln Ave. The topic will be
"East-West Detente in the Reagan
Era." Call Rod Thorn at 267-7584 or
14151 965-5381 for more information.
The Bluegrass Club will hold a
general meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in
the S.C. Pacheco Room. For more
information call 253-8149.
The A.S. Program Board presents
Gore Vidal at 11:30 a.m. today in the
Amphitheater. For more information
call 277-2807.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
will hold a talk on "World Views" at 7
p.m. today in the S.U. Constanoan
Room. For more information call 2922282 or 288-6339.
Delta Gamma will hold a "Post
Anchor Splash Party" starting at 4 p.m.

Saturday at Beercan Beach. For more
information call 279-9698.
Delta Gamma will hold an "Anchor
Splash" at 1 p.m. Saturday at the Independence High School swimming
pool. For more information call 279-9698
or 279-9899.
The American Red Cross is holding
its spring Blood Drive from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. today on the second floor of the
Student Union. For more information
call 279.9860.
The Department of Occupational
Therapy will hold PRE-OT advising
from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. today in the
Home Economics Building, room 114.
For more information call 277-2889.
The Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications will hold an
open house from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
today in Dwight Bentel Hall. New and
undeclared students are invited to
explore advertising, journalism, public
relations and radio/TV broadcasting
majors and minors.
Greek Week will sponsor a semiformal dance for cli SJSU students at 9
p.m. today in the Faculty Dining Room.
Music will be Atlantis. For more information call 292-5504 or 277-3171.
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Come and Savor The Foods of The World
At The

INTERNATIONAL FOOD
BAZAAR
APRIL 26 to MAY 1

Today and Tomorrow

Outside the
Student Union

10:30 - 2:30
7th Street Front of the Old Cafeteria
Btwn. Music and Engineering Bld.
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The internationally acclaimed troupe of
disabled and non -disabled puppets will
be appearing in two Mainstreaming
Workshops for students, teachers, and
interested members on May 10 in the SU
Ballroom. "A Kids on the Block" performance is a captivating lively way to
explain disabilities to people of all ages
to increase awareness/understanding of
handicapped people. There will be two
Free performances, one at 9 am and 2
pm. Each is followed by a 2hr workshop
for interested people Who Register hi
will
offer
Workshops
Advance.
strategies & suggestions for activities
which will assist the intergration of
regular
Into
students
disabled
classrooms.
Workshops $5 for students, staff &’
faculty. $10 for non-SJSU.For attending
both, you can earn I -unit credit in Con’t
Ed. For more information, call Roberta
Cain Dept. of Education 277-2642

INTERNATIONAL FOLK
FESTIVAL
(Dance, Music, Martial Arts)
Saturday, May 1, 1982
From 11:30 a.m., At the SJSU
Student Union Amphitheatre.
Inter
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’We had the best last year

This competition is a ’gas’
By Jon Swartz
Chef Bob Cocilova expressed an overwhelming air of confidence
about the competition.
"We had the best year and we’ll have the best this year," he said.
"We’ve spent $100 to make three gallons of it."
Last year’s runner-ups, represented by head chef Tom Spencer, had
a recipe which included pork, sirloin or beef stew, oregano, tomato sauce
and Henry Weinhard’s beer.
"This should be our year," Spencer said.
Although the competition was fierce, there weren’t any cash prizes
for the winners. What was more important to the participants was
donating to a worthy cause and having a gas.
Good will and cooking pride, more than anything else, were the forces
behind the battle for the best tasting chili at Sunday’s Second Annual Fire
Fighters Chili Cook-off at the San Jose Town and Country Village.
The competition was sponsored by the Council of Professional Fire
Fighters of Santa Clara County and featured 42 teams from San Francisco to Salinas, which included some 250 participants.
Two of those participants, Cocilova and Spencer, headed teams of
three to four cooks in the competition for the best chili. The donations that
they received from spectators who wanted to taste their chili went to the
Children’s Hospital of Stanford.
The 42 teams raised an estimated $2,000 during the day’s events.
Tom Westrup and Tony Ojeda
Cocilova and his cohorts
represented San Jose Station 13. He explained the key to last year’s
success.
"A lot of lean meat pork and beef," he said. "Leanness and
seasoning are keys to its success."
But Cocilova’s "kick-ass chili" was being challenged again this year
by "Spencer’s Thunder Chili."
Spencer said he "went to a chili feed and got a recipe from a lady who
had won a contest in Arizona. So I combined elements of her recipe with
some ideas of my own. I’ve worked on this recipe for 10 years in one way
or another."
Whether it would be Cocilova’s team or the Los Altos-based Spencer
team, the top three finishers would be announced in two hours.
But until then, 40 other teams would have their spicy say in the
competition for best chili, as well as best booth, best costume, most
unusual tasting chili and the hottest chili.
Teams 27, 35 and 12 appeared to be the odds on favorites to dominate
the best booth and costume awards.
Team 27 was from Treasure Island in San Francisco and its four
members Michael Croom, Paul Cantreras, Jimmy Helms and Paul
Wallace were appropriately attired for their booth.
The four were clad in swashbuckling garb, signifying pirates of the
Treasure Island. The booth drew more than its share of inquisitive stares.
"I know we’re going to win something," Cantreras said. "We’ve got
to."
Meanwhile, his mate, Croom, refused to disclose the ingedients of the
teams chili.
"I can’t give away the secret," Croom said. "All lean tell you is that

and we’ll have the best this
year. We spent $100 (on it)’

it’s made up of vile ingredients."
Team 35 hailed from Santa Clara Fire Department Station 5 B. The
four firemen Booker Moore, Gary Darverick, Mike Diani and Eddie
Gutierrez were dressed to the theme of General "Alarm" Hospital.
No, they weren’t clad in doctors’ outfits. Instead, they donned pantyhose, wigs, makeup, lipstick and falsies to take on the vistages of
nurses. The results were hilarious and attention-grabbing.
"We picked the most bizarre idea for costumes," Moore said.
"Besides, we came here to have fun and it’s for a cause."
Team 12 was both the coldest and the hottest team that day.
The Berry Brothers, representing the Central Fire District Los Gatos
Station, were dressed as Santa Claus triplets fat triplets at that.
"We know it’s ’chilly’ at the North Pole, don’t we?" Gary Berry said,
admitting that the costumes that he and brothers Mike and Kevin were in
were hot.
Gary said that dressing as Santas was "nice for the kids. We came in
third last year I for the chili recipe contest and there’s no doubt that we’ll
win this year. We have the best chili and costumes."
But the race for originality didn’t stop there.
There was Santa Clara Fire Station 1B, which had a sign overhead
reading "When you mess with the best, you die with the rest."
Chris Condon said the station’s chili was laced with jalepeno peppers
and would pack a wallop in anyone’s stomach.

Richard Salvidar, one of the team members, put it bluntly when he
said, "By the time it gets to the belly, it will burn."
There was San Jose Station 2B in the competition, their first year.
They thought they, too, had the best chili in town, according to Jack
Olivetti, Dewitt Tranberg, Dusty (the team’s mascot, a dog) and two
SJSU seniors, Jeff Olivetti and Cindi Ulen.
And then there was the invisible chili cooking team, just a sign
bragging: "Best chili you never ate." Nevertheless, the non-existent
team got donations, in a small box.
A group of judges rated the participants in each of the five
categories: politicians for the best booth, best costume, most unusual
tasting chili and the hottest chili and the media for the best tasting chili.
The politicians would judge until 1 p.m. and the media would judge
until 3 p.m.
"This competition is the kind where you need a lot of Alka Seltzer,"
said Rod Diridon, Santa Clara County supervisor.
David Louie of KGO-TV, Channel 7, thought that most of the chills
were "really excellent. Everyone knows that firemen are the best cooks.
They were outstanding, although a couple of the hotter ones have crept up
on me."
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"Basically, we came here just to have fun," Condon said. "Our menu
was borrowed from another station, since we didn’t win last year. It’s all
for a good cause."
If the jalepeno chili didn’t burn spectator’s intestines, there was "The
Belly Burner Special," a chili composed by a team comprised of San Jose
and Sunnyvale deputy sheriffs.
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By Scott Shifrel
Who is Dudley Moorhead, anyway?
That was the question that provoked the ire of many a
teacher here at SJSU. It was asked by a Daily writer
earlier this semester. She wanted to know the sense of
naming buildings after people no one knew, or cared to
know.
And who is Joe West, Ruth Royce, William Sweeney
and Robert Clark? What do students here care? Wouldn’t
it be more practical to use generic names so students
would know the purpose of the buildings?

Chico State and UCLA are both sister schools, set up as
extensions of SJSU.
The school moved to San Jose in 1871 and the first
"California State Normal School" building was constructed within a year on a plot of land known as
Washington Square.
Benjamin Gilbert and Charles Burdick, in their book
"Washington Square, 1857-1979," describe the building as
"Romanesque with classic details."
It was three stories tall with a 150-foot tower and
Corinthian columns. The building cost $285,000, but was,
unfortunately, razed by fire in 1880.

The Old Days
The First Naming
San Jose State University wasn’t always known as
411111USU. Its names have been varied and many.
Its humble beginnings were in San Francisco, when it
was known as Minns Evening Normal School and its first
principal was George Washington Minns.
The title "Normal School" came from Frenchman
Ecole Normal, a pioneer in the field of education who lived
in the late 18th century.
The title was appropriate because SJSU was a
ten, her’s training school. It was the first in California

legislature gave $80,000 for an assembly hall to be added
to the tower but construction was delayed until 1919
because of World War!.
Before the auditorium was finished, Dailey died at the
age of 52. It was a sudden death and the school shortly
named the new hall after him.
Who Cares, Anyway?
Charles Burdick graduated from SJSU in 1948. He is in
his last year as chairman of the History Department. Next
year he will become archivist for SJSU.
Burdick is a friendly man who loves this school and its
past. You can tell when he talks about it, sitting in his

Tower Hall, top left, was built in 1909 after the 1906
earthquake had razed Washington Square. It cost ;325,994.
The structure, which has become a symbol for the
school, was constructed during the presidency of Morris
Elmer Daily (1900-1919).
Daily was a popular leader who brought such lecturers as Jack London, Mary Austin, Thomas Edison and
John Dewey to SJSU.
During Daily’s administration, the California

BOOK NOW
AND SAVE
lowest Fares to
Furooe from SF
London 5659/ri
ATHENS S929/r.l.

Names that helped build SJSU
By Scott Shlfrel
Allen Hall: Built in 1960 with the
rest of the brick dormatories, this
38,332 square foot building was
named after Charles Herman Allen,
principal of SJSU for 16 years. Allen
was a poet, land surveyor and
teacher. John Muir, the naturalist,
was among his best friends.
Moulder Hall: Andrew Jackson
Moulder was state superintendent of
ichools in California from 1856 to
1862 and called "father of the state
Normal School." He was one of the
original three trustees.
Royce Hall: Ruth Royce was an
early SJSU librarian during the
Allen administration. She was
Allen’s secretary and edited the first
history of the school in 1883.
Washburn Hall: Lucy M.
Washburn was a graduate of
Fredonia Normal School and appointed assistant vice principal at
SJSU in 1873.
Joe West Hall: This building
was built in 1967 and named after a
former SJSU registrar "who well
served the incumbent president,"

the buidings on campus were built
during his tenure, Burdick said.
Dwight Bentel Hall (bottom
right): Recently renamed for the
man who started SJSU’s Journalism
Department in 1934, this 17,478
square foot building was built in
1981.
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Robert Clark, according to Burdick.
Robert Clark Library: Clark
was one of the three most important
SJSU presidents, according to
Burdick, who provided "steady
leadership using democratic consensus" during the turbulent 19605.
MacQuarrie Hall (bottom left):
SJSU’s 16th president, Thomas
William MacQuarrie ruled from 1927
to 1952. longer than any other
president. Burdick described him as
"an autocrat who believed in
direction." The 107,186 square foot
building was built in 1965.
Sweeney Hall: William G.
Sweeney was a professor of
education at SJSU who graduated in
the 1930s. Burdick described him as
"deeply involved in student affairs."
He was student body president, dean
of the school of education and a
pioneer in education. Sweeney Hall
was built in 1963.
Walquist Library: John T.
Walquist was one of SJSU’s three
most important presidents, according to Burdick. He was
president from 1953 to 1964. Most of
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office, which is in Dudley Moorhead Hall, top right.
When the Daily reporter asked why SJSU names
buildings after people no one knows, some professors and
administrators were upset.
Burdick was grateful.
"She (the Daily reporter) reminded some of us about
the passing of time," he said, "that people who were
extraordinarily important in our lives pass from us"
Burdick was so moved that he decided to "scramble
around" for money to "honor the memory" of Moorhead
with a plaque on the wall in what was once called Centennial Hall ( built in 1957).
So who was Dudley Moorhead?
continued on page 10
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Science departments
may lose $100,000
By Chris Borden
A number of science departments are
feeling the financial sting of the hiring,
purchasing and promotions freeze irnposed last month by Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr.
According to Lester H. Lange, dean of
the school of science, $100,000 in equipment
purchases will be lost this year.
When the freeze first hit, t seemed
that we’d lose just under $200,000 in
equipment," Lange said. "We had no way
of knowing what constituted a commitment to purchase something."
The departments most adversely
affected are geology, physics and
chemistry.
Lange said the Governor’s Advisory
Board, which takes action on exemptions
to the freeze, hasn’t acted on any exemptions applied for by the school.
The Physics Department has suffered
a setback in a new option planned within
the department, according to Don
Strandburg, department chairman.
"We’re trying to build an optics option
because of the interest in optics in the
Silicon Valley," Strandburg said. "We
hired four faculty members. One was
recruited to develop the optics program,
but it’s the freeze) a setback as far as
practical applications go."
Strandburg said supplies for optics
classes, such as prisms and lenses, cannot
be purchased. He hopes the freeze is lifted
so that the department can continue to
plan courses for the optics option.
The Physics Department also lost
$15,800 worth of laser equipment purchases for updating the laser laboratory,
but Strandburk, said the loss is not critical,
since the equipment was meant only to
replace old equipment.
The Geology Department’s summer
field course is also threatened by the
freeze.
The department can’t purchase a field

vehicle, nor hire a field assistant and cook
for the course in which about 25 students
enroll.
"We’re going to get that course done
somehow," Lange said. "I don’t want
students to think we’re going to cancel on
them."
Lange sent an exemption to the
Chancellor’s office for the Geology
Department, but it hasn’t been sent to the
Governor’s Advisory Board, which grants
freeze exemptions.
"As far as I know, not one exemption
has been acted on by the advisory board,"
Lange said.
The Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories are also affected by the
freeze.
"I have a $28,000 purchase pending
with the National Science Foundation,"
said William Broenkow, professor of
oceanography. "I was the only one
frozen."
Broenkow is unable to purchase more
modern computers for data acquisition on
the laboratory’s ships.
"Our needs have grown," Broenkow
said. "We need the increased capability of
the newer models."
Broenkow also said he put in the
purchase order in October, but "through
the infinite wisdom of the state purchasing
office, I got stalled from October until
March."
The Chemistry Department has lost
$7,881 for purchasing 10 microcomputers
for some classes and labs.
"They were meant to replace instruments we’ve had for about 25 years,"
said John Neptune, Chemistry Department chairman. "We can get by using
older equipment."
Neptune said his department also
cannot purchase a computer for a
chromatograph, an instrument used in
some labs.
"The instrument isn’t being used to its
full capability," Neptune said.

Students hide
from hot sun
and studies
business
SJSU
major
management
James Quiaoit peeks
out from under his tent
to watch the scenery.
Computer
science
major Victor Pacheco
doesn’t notice a thing
as he continues his
snooze.

Temporary teachers don’t qualify

Bid fails for grad class fee waiver
By Cindo Maro
Temporary instructors still have to pay
for graduate classes despite the Academic
Senate’s attempt to get their fees waived.
Robert Tyndall, acting vice chancellor of
faculty and staff affairs, told senators in a
letter that fee waivers are available to
"career employees," only.
As temporary instructors, they don’t
qualify for the waiver, and changes won’t be
made before collective bargaining, Tyndall
said.
SJSU employs more than 800 part-time
instructors.
The senate sought to extend the fee
waiver to part-time instructors by bringing
up the issue with California State University

trustees in February.
Only tenured instructors and those on
probationary status are eligible to have their
fees waived.
Temporary instructors taking three to six
units paid $178 this semester, more than a $60
increase from the fall.
Other instructors paid $3 for classes in the
fall, but CSU budget cuts hiked the fee to $49
this semester.
However, only six of 870 tenured or
probationary -status instructors used the fee
waiver to enroll in a total of 21 units last fall.
No figures were available of the number
of temporary instructors who attend graduate
classes.
Since temporary instructors have no fee

waivers, their records are processed like
those of other students, Cane Scott, associate
director of data and management, said
earlier.
But at least one part-time instructor was
disappointed with the decision.
Temporary instructors "should get some
benefits" for working at CSU campuses, said
John Masten, temporary industrial arts
instructor.
Since temporary instructors are paid less
than other faculty, they have more need for
the fee waiver, he said.
Masiello, who is taking an individual
studies class at SJSU, said he would probably
take more graduate classes if his fees were
waived.
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notifying them of the event, according to
Marie Carr, honors convocation committee chairman.
President’s Scholars will receive
certificates.
"All the academic deans or their
representatives will be on hand at the
convocation," Carr said.
An honors convocation has been held
each year since 1962 "to recognize and
encourage superior academic
achievement."
The number of students qualifying as
President’s Scholars or Dean’s Scholars is
"about the same every year," Carr said.
"There are quite a number of students"
being honored today "who have been on
the list before."
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by Dave Lepori

500 students to receive
high-grade honors today
By Cary Wyant-Shairer
About 500 students with high grade
point averages will be honored at the 20th
annual Honors Convocation at 230 p.m.
today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Students being honored are either
President’s Scholars, who have maintained an all "A" record for two consecutive semesters, or Dean’s Scholars,
with a 3.656PA.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton is
scheduled to be present at the convocation
to congratulate the students and State
Senator Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose, will
speak on "Must the best be the enemy of
the good?"
Both the Dean’s Scholars and the
President’s Scholars have received letters
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’Funding cuts no great surprise to coaches
By Mike Jones
The elimination of
grants-in-aid for all minor
sports in men’s athletics at
SJSU did not come as a
great surprise to many of
the Spartan coaches effected.
"I knew
,oming," said

it was
wrestling

coach T.1. Kerr. "I think
most coaches knew it was
coming.’
The elimination of the
grants-in-aid Maces a
heavy burden of fund
raising on the coaches of
the sports that were cut
back.
"No one likes to be

asking for money," said
assistant track coach
Marshall Clark.

the coaches was how the
cuts would effect their
recruiting.

"We get money from
sponsors of tournaments,"
said soccer coach Julie
"Former
Menendez.
players donate, and I
donate to our program."
Another concern for

"It won’t hurt our
program," said gymnastics coach Rich Chew.
"No one has ever given us
money. I’ve always raised
it."
Chew added that the

cuts could even have a
positive effect on his
program.
"It does provide the
opportunity to give more
scholarships, as many as
we raise," he said.

’It doesn’t help out
recruiting," he said. " ( The
cuts) are not timely in
terms of recruiting."
Clark was worried that
some recruits may be
hesitant to sign with SJSU
because of the cuts. Clark
Clark added that his added that the track
main concern about the program has raised
scholarships, and that the
cuts was recruiting.
cuts are "something we
have to live with."
Kerr said the cuts
should not hurt the
wrestling recruiting to a
great extent.
"We’ve never given
ment is saying, ’Just full rides," he said. "We’ve
not gotten the athletes that
you’re
because
producing a lot of money want to come to our type of
you’re not worth sup- program. If we get the
California kids, we’ll be all
porting."
SJSU student Rose right."
What has Kerr conEvans said, "If they are
going to cut those sports cerned the most, however
well
cut
is what my happen in the
than they might as
future.
football and basketball.
"We’re afraid that five
"To some people, those
sports are just as im- years down the road they
(the university) may take
portant."

’Athletes mad at funding slashes
By Mike Thomas
"It sucks," SJSU
soccer player Mike Hansen
said after hearing of the
athletic
department’s
decision to cut funding for
the minor sports. "Football
showed that they could
make it on their own last
year," Hansen said. "They
don’t need any more
money."
The athletic department’s decision to cut all
grants-in-aid for minor
sports ( baseball, golf,
gymnastics, soccer, tennis
and wrestling) is dezigned
to help balance the 1982-83
budget of more than $1
iinillion.
The move is expected
to save the athletic
department about $80,000
but even that is no
guarantee that the cuts will
balance the budget, according to men’s athletic
director Dave Adams.

"I figured that it was
coming," gymnast John
Rimbach said. "It’s not
fair but I can see the
athletic department’s point
of view. Their job is to
make money."
"They’re expecting us
to do everything on our
own," 158 pound wrestler
Jeff Smith said. "They are
taking money from us to
give to football and
basketball and they’re
already big.
"I guess it has to do
with fan participation,"
Smith continued.
"They’re practicing
double standards," shot
putter Hank Scarborough
of the track team said.
"They’re taking money
from one organization and
giving it to another. That’s
the way trus school is run."
Although
womens
athletics is not affected by
the decision, SJSU AllAmerican field hockey

player Sue Walker has
many of the same comments of those affected by
the cut.
"It’s unfair," Walker
said. "It’s going to work in
reverse. If they don’t have
money for the minor sports
they might not have the 13
sports they need for
Division I status."
SJSU
Former
basketball player Kevin

Thomas said that it is
wrong for the athletic
department to cut the
funds, but that the money is
in basketball and football.
"For the people in the
other sports, it’s rough,"
Thomas said.
"It’s totally unorthadox," trackster Cleve
"Track
said.
Prince
brought attention to SJSU.
Now, the athletic depart-

Miller times
t

SPORTS CUTS
;continued from page 1
Adams cited the
basketball team’s appearance in the 1980 NCAA
plby-offs as an example of
its ability to generate
revenue,
"If it wouldn’t have
been for basketball getting
to the championship ( playOffs ) that year, we would
have had a very large
deficit," Adams said.

"There has been a
commitment made to both
football and basketball and
that cannot be changed,"
Adams said.

AIR FORCE
NURSING HAS
9110,991r1ileff=9".

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES
BECOME A PART
OF THE FUTURE
BECOME A NURSE
IN THE AIR FORCE

(hoses
Manuscripts
Resumes

RESUME
SPECIALISTS

Fullerton did not make
football and basketball
part of the cutbacks.
Football still has its 95
scholarships
while
basketball has its 15, both
the maximum number set
by the NCAA.
"I’ve accepted it as par
for the course," said Chew.
"We knew football and
basketuall would get
"However,"
Chew
addcd, "I don’t like to see
the milking of other sports
to benefit football and
basketball."
Head football coach
Jack Elway sympathizes
with the other sports.
"It’d be nice to have all
the scholarships," Elway
said. "Hopefully, they’ll be
funded by the (Spartan)
Foundation.
"I believe in an overall
athletics program. It’s
unfortunate athletics has to
be evaluated as a profit’
loss thing."

starring
Miller High Life.

Sa-ne old story.
These collitie
iove go44 ax:1119
ansi TOSS Li ot:t Ott
in the morn in9.

SJSU received $50,000
for that appearance.
Football’s scholarship
total wasn’t cut either
because it is the only men’s
intercollegiate sport which
produces a profit.

NURSING
STUDENTS

WORD
POWER!

our operating budget
away," Kerr said. "That
seems like the direction
we’re going."
"It’s going to make it a
little more difficult,"
Menendez said about the
problems with recruiting.
However, Menedez said he
has players for next year
that have made verbal
agreements to play for
him, and added that he
spreads out the money so
no one gets a free ride.
Another concern facing
Menendez is the time
factor.
"There’s only so much
time in a day," said about
the problems of coaching,
teaching, and raising
money. "You can spread
yourself too thin. It will put
more pressure on me and
will take an extra effort,
but it won’t hurt me where
I’m mortally wounded."
Another concern
among the coaches is that
SJSU
President Gail

CALL NOW :
CALL COLLECT
Lloyd Collins
Nurse Recruiter
131 Hegenberger Rd
Suite 1803
Oakland, CA 94621
(415)273-7435

EXECUTIVE SUITE 260
.100 N. WINCHESTER
BLVD.. SAN JOSE
24A floo
Arpegotro,..0e

Sunday, May 9, Mother’s Day

It’s her day, make it a memorable one.
Our total facility is prepared to provide
her with the great dining experience
that she so richly deserves. We
will start serving dinner a 3 o’clock,
make your reservations now
360 South Saratoga Avenue
at Stevens Creek Boulevard
San Jose. CA 95129
Telephone 408 244-3333
Dinner served until 12 A.M

1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Vas
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Spartans out to spoil Gaels
By Mike Jones
With a 3-6 record in the
second half of the Northern
California Baseball
Association, SJSU baseball
coach Gene Menges knows
the only position his
Spartans can play is one of
being a spoiler.
"We’re in a spoiler role
now," Menges said. "Santa
Clara took it to us pretty
well."
Menges was referring
to last weekend’s losing
sweep to the Broncos, the
NCBA first half champion.
The Spartans hope to
begin their spoiling role
this weekend when they
play St. Mary’s in a threegame series.
St. Mary’s is 5-1 in the
second half of the NCBA.
The first game will be
played today at 2:30 p.m. at
St. Mary’s, while the two
teams will meet at
Municipal Stadium for an
11 a.m. doubleheader on
Saturday.
In a game played last
week, the Spartans

defeated the Gaels, 6-5, in a
first half make-up game.
the
after
However,
Spartans were swept by
Santa Clara, the Gaels
swept the Broncos in a twogame series earlier this
week.
Menges knows St.
Mary’s offers a stiff
challenge for the Spartans,
especially with its pitching.
They i St. Mary’s) have
one of the outstanding

The 1982 pro football
draft is history, much to
the dismay of five SJSU
hopefuls.
Linebacker
Bob
Overly, tight end Tracy
Franz, tackle Max Hooper
and defensive
backs
Jerome Bearden and Ken
Daniel, all seniors from
last year’s PCAA championship team, were not
selected in the draft.

SJSU outfielder Gene Robinson continues to lead the
Spartans in many hitting categories.
The junior leftfielder leads the ballclub in hitting with
a .376 average, fourth highestin the Northern California
Baseball Association. Behind him are shortstop Ed
Rettagliata at .321, second baseman Marko Trapani at
.317, third baseman Rick Dominguez at .303, and infielder
Kurt Popkins at .299. As a team, the Spartans are hitting
.287, fourth in the NCBA.
Robinson also leads the team in hits with 59, fifth in
the NCBA behind Jim Ferguson of Nevada-Reno, who has
66. Rettagliata and Willoughby each have 47 hits, good for
ninth in the league, while Rick Dominguez has 46.
Steve Friend still leads the team in home runs with
six, but he has not played since March because of a broken
wrist. Outfielder Dana Corey is the next on the team in

round-trippers with three. Greg Campbell of Nevada Reno leads the league with 10.
Dominguez is the team leader in doubles with 10, good
for fourth in the league. He is followed by Robinson and
Willoughby, each with eight.
The thorn in the side of the Spartans, the pitching, is
still in the bottom half of the NCBA. The team’s overall
ERA is still a high 6.29.
The Spartans three main starting pitchers: Ken
Rebiejo, John McLarnan, and Ron Kolstad, all sport
similar ERA’s.
McLarnan’s is 5.20, Kolstad’s is 5.28 while Rebiejo’s is
5.67.
However, in the win-loss column, Kolstad is 5-5.
Rebiejo is 2-8, and McLarnan is still at 1-11.

OB goes from bench to 49ers
EAST LANSING,
Mich. (AP) - In one year,
Bryan Clark has gone from
being the backup quarterback on a mediocre
college team to being
drafted by the world
champions of the National
Football League.
-I guess all I can do is
screw them up," Clark
joked after being drafted
Wednesday by the San
Francisco 49ers.
The 49ers picked Clark,
who was elected Michigan
State’s most valuable
player last season, in the
final round of the NFL
draft.

And, all jokes aside,
the son of Detroit Lions
Coach Monte Clark doesn’t
intend to screw things up.
"I’ve watched Bill
Walsh’s teams play at
Stanford, and, of course,
everybody watched the
49ers last year," Clark
said, referring to the San
Francisco coach.
’I know what kind of
offense they run and it’s
really quite a bit like
State’s. They try to outsmart defenses more than
overpower them. I think
they can use what I can
do."
Some reasons for

Icyre Vidai
* 702),n
BATE

Joe Montana is the
starter, and veteran Guy
Benjamin was his backup
last season.
Playing for
San
Francisco would be like
going home for Clark, who
used to live If! mmtires
from the 49ers practice
field when his fathei
.7oached the team.

And he attended
Walsh’s football clinics
when going to Los Altos
High School.
Monte told his son he
was likely to be drafted,
but not to count on the
Lions to pick him. "He told
me he thought I was good
enough to be drafted and if
he had the chance, he
would like to do it," Bryan
said. "But he figured it
wouldn’t be the best thing
for me. It’s probably just
as well. With all the
pressure on the pro level.
I’d hate to be the one who
eould cost my father his
job."
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Phone 292-7468

20% OFF Photo Paper
Kodak
Ilford
Oriental

Come in
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-******************.*****
Discount on Processing
80-200 f4.5 Cimko Zoom Lens- $119.00
KIRON

1311nuse!

28mm 12.8
30-80
28-85
70-150
80-200

Recycle Bookstore
138 E. SANTA CLARA ST
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
OPEN DAILY
10.00 AM.9 00 PM
SUNDAYS
10 00 AM-6 00 PM

$99.00
$165.00
$205.00
$125.00
$164.00

RICOH KR5 Super w/50mm f2.2 lens -$139.00

ummmonemnim

560 S. BASCOM AVE.

SAN JOSE, CA 95128

125th Anniversary Open House
Friday and Saturday
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
International Food Bazaar Blues Festival
Crafts Fair Folk Festival Kendo
Mime Costumes Storytelling
Lectures
Music Exhibits Tours Demonstrations
Performances Dancing....and much, much more

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF

fitSPE,ertedemel,
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Clark’s optimism are the
facts that the 49ers carried
only two quarterbacks last
year, said they wanted to
carry three this year and Clark was the only
signal caller they drafted.

Tailback
Gerald
Willhite was picked in the
first round by the Denver
Broncos,
while
wide
receiver Stacey Bailey was
picked in the third round by
the Atlanta Falcons.

Spartans who were not
picked may still try out for
any NFL team as free
agents, however.
Willhite boarded a
plane for Denver immediately after the
Broncos drafted him and
was expected back on
campus Wednesday.
be
will
Willhite
deciding on an agent within
a week.

Sales, Repairs, Processing, Copy and Rentals

Records
Buying, Selling, & Trading

Robinson still leads Spartan hitters

Two Spartans were
picked on Tuesday, the
first day of the draft.

ORNER

Supplemental college reading
Paperbacks and hardbacks
Science fiction

by Victor Volta

Mary’s pitching staff has
an ERA of 3.58.
The Spartans will stick
with their regular starting
rotation, sending out Ken
Rebiejo on Friday, and
John McLarnan and Ron
Kolstad in Saturday’s
doubleheader.
Menges added that one
game of the rained out
series with Fresno State
earlier this month will be
played Monday at Mimi.

No other Spartans drafted

A BOOKSTORE FOR
EVERY BUDGET

SJSU pitcher John McLarnan prepares to fire a pitch in last week’s loss to Santa Clara. McLarnan and
the rest of the Spartans will try to rebound from last week’s sweep at the hands of the Broncos when
they take on the St. Mary Gaels this weekend in a three -game series.

pitchers in Jeff Peterson,"
Menges said.
Peterson is one of the
top pitchers in the league.
In nine starts, he is 7-2 with
a 1.97 ERA. He has struck
out 68 batters in 73 innings
pitched.
Another top pitcher for
the Gaels is Dave
Digirolamo. In three
games,
league
Digirolamo is 3-0 with a
1.71 ERA. Overall, the St.

Fancy Braids
Boutique
for the uniq.4e individual

Free Braiding
purchase of
with
ponytal4r or heads
by sppt. only.

11’30

cfriariteareir

Bring your parents, family, husband,
or wife. there’ll be lots for everyone to do.
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Top track stars in Budweiser field
By Mike Thomas
Although Saturday’s
Budweiser Invitational at
SJSU’s Bud Winter Field
will pot have as many big
track and field names as
Bruce Jenner meet, it
lies its share of world class
athletes.
- Among the household
names entered are James
Robinson, the world’s No. 1
800 meter runner, sprinter
Clancy Edwards, shot
putter Brian Oldfield and
Mac Wilkins, former world
record holder in the discus.
The meet gets underway at 9 a.m.
The last time Robinson
ran in the Bay Area was in
the ’Jenner meet two weeks
ago. Robinson won the 800
meter race using his
patented finishing kick.
will
be
Robinson
running the 400 meters this

weekend as he did last year
in the Budweiser meet.
Edwards has been a
mainstay in the Bay Area
for the last 10 years. Edwards was once considered
one of the fastest people in
the world in both the 100
and 200 meters before
injuries and age took their
toll.
Oldfield’s throw of 75
feet in 1975 is the longest by
a human being in the shot
put, but the mark did not
count for a world record
because Oldfield was on the
professional track tour at
the time.
Oldfield also competed
in the Jenner meet, winning his specialty with a
throw of 66-6.
Wilkins was once the
world record holder in the
discus and ranked No. 1 in

the world.
Also in the discus field
is SJSU weight coach John
Powell. Powell was ranked
fourth in the world last
year with a throw of 229-7.
Powell won the Budweiser discus competition
last year with a throw of
217 feet and was named
Field Athlete of the Meet
for his efforts.
The best race of the
day could be the 400 meter
intermediate hurdles. Two
world class runners in
49.55),
Andre Phillips
and
James King (,)0. 5
Bernie Holloway of SJSU,
this
year
who has run 50.3
and came close to beating
King in the Jenner meet,
are entered.
Another
of
the
highlighted races will be
the 100 meters featuring

Herman Panzo. Panzo beat
a world class field including Davey Wells, the
1980 Olympic 100 meter
champion in Munich, last
year.
Spartan nemisis Larry
Cowling of California, who
won the 110 meter high
hurdles, 100 meters and 200
meters earlier this year in
the SJSU-Cal-Oregon State
meet, will run the 110 highs
and the 200 meters.
Cowling’s time of 13.53 is
the best of the hurdle field.
Former SJSU star Dan
Ripley and present SJSU
star Felix Bohni are
thefavorites in the pole
vault competition.
Last week, Ripley set a
personal and Mt. SAC relay
record of 18-5 in the pole
vault.
Bohni placed second in
the Jenner and third in the

Dan Gruber of the
Aggie Track Club has the
closest time 01 14:01.4.
Field events will start
at 9 a.m. with the hammer
throw and running events
beginning at noon.

tip 0,1, Evans

SJSU javelin thrower Mathias Lilleheim lets one fly in competition earlier this
year at Bud Winter Field. Bud Winter Field will be the site of Saturday’s
Budweiser Invitational with track stars James Robinson and Brian Oldfield
participating.
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two three bedrooms. Pool spa

SOFTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED
Will train 4.25/Game 3:301 5PM
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Union Activities include skiing,
backpacking, climbing, cycling,
oldies and More.
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color prints, 5 hrs. Photo album
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Chance.
S1IERRA
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WEDDING

Evergreen. Call 2566212
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Student, non
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information on the military

41.
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ORIGINAL 1923 CLASSIC Unfurn.
one bedroom apt. Must be Clean,
quiet, and responsible. 1350.01
single 5375.0049651.. First I last

THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER.

--4

Mt. SAC. relays in successive weeks.
Essodina Atchade of
SJSU has the longest jump
so far this year of the long
jumpers entered. Atchade’s jump of 25-11 is two
inches better than Norman
Austin of the Stars and
Stripes track club and five
inches better than Ken
Hayes.
Spartan Simon Kilili
looks to be the pre-race
favorite in the 5000 meter
run. Kilili’s time of 13:55
makes him the only man
under 14 minutes in the
field.
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Architects eager to bid for REC contract
By Holly Fletcher
With local construction in a slump, architectural
firms are eager to win the contract for the proposed
Recreation and Events Center.
J. Handel Evans, interim executive vice president,
said, "The telephone has been ringing. Everyone is interested in the building."
The proposed center, which is expected to be completed in 1985, at a cost of $13 million, will house swimming pools, racquetball courts, shops and seating for
10,000. It will be funded through student fee increases.
Evans told the Student Union board of directors
Tuesday, that although the architect is officially chosen
by the CSU trustees, the board can voice its preference.

"The trustees would most probably agree with," he
said.
However, Evans said once the "word is out that this
will fly," applicants from interested architectural firms
could run into the hundreds.
He suggested the board commission an architectural
consultant who would sift through the applicants and also
help the board decide on their "style and designing
philosophy."
In addition, he said, "We should be certain in our own
minds they can do the work."
Evans said the consultant would issue the state-wide
announcements, contact desireable firms, review
proposals, help the board consider them and aid in the

final negotiations. He said the consultant would also give
advice as to the competence and ethics of competing firms
and would represent the board’s choice before the
trustees.
Ron Montgomery, Enviromental Health and Occupational Safety director, agreed that a consultant would
be desirable.
"There are good and bad architects," he said. "It
makes a lot of difference.
Committee members passed unanimously a motion
made by Evans allocating $5,000 to begin the search for
the consultant.
However, a related decision to allocate $30,000 for a
possible Environmental Impact Report was tabled.

Can accept it or recommend changes

Fullerton to receive 1982-83 A.S. budget
By Lenny Bonsai’
The A.S. Board of Directors concluded
work on SJSU’s student 1982-1983 budget
Wednesday afternoon as the last of the
special allocations stipulations were approved.
The completed budget package will be
passed on to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton for final approval some time
next week.
Changes made by the board Wednesday were minimal. Just one new
stipulation was added to the existing 21,
one was elaborated on and one was moved
from the guidelines section of the
document. The most heated discussion
centered on a proposed stipulation that
eventually was voted down by the board.
Clark Meadows, business affairs
director, who presided over this
semester’s budget committee, suggested a
stipulation that would restrict a group’s
program flexibility.
The stipulation would have prevented
groups from changing program goals
between a Monday special allocations
meeting and a Wednesday meeting of the
board of directors.

The proposal came in response to
problems the board experienced with
MEChA, a campus Chicano organization,
earlier this semester.
The group was denied a funding
recommendation by special allocations
because the money was to be used for a
high school recruitment program.
Two days later, the group had changed
its plans and told the board the money
would not be used for recruitment. The
stipulation would have made that a
violation of budget rules.
"This ( stipulation) doesn’t belong in
these guidelines," said Bo Buhisan, intercultural affairs director. Meadows
insisted they did.
"Groups go to special allocations and
find out what their problems are, then they
change them for the board meeting,"
Meadows said.
The function of special allocations is to
review money requests of campus groups
before the board of directors decides
whether to allocate the funds.
Dede Cameron, community affairs
director, defended the measure.
"The goals presented to special

Slimmer Classes
In San Jose
Study English As A
Foreign Language
Need English For A Better Job?
Need To Pass The T.O.E.F.L. Exam?
Need Acceptance By A University?
Write: Or, James Landes
630 Parrott Dr.
San Mateo, Ca. 94402

rrEftt Y VI AR S1E1 AIN

RE RI S MILIT AMY ITEMS
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Julio Sara.,
Ph 40111 198-1100
IN No. Son Pedro SI
al En% Mr.
Moo. Sol. 11-5
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allocations are the goals that should be
presented to the board," Cameron said.
"If they want to change they should go
back to special allocations again."
A majority of the directors, however,
opposed the motion.
"It seems to me that you’re trying to
legislate common sense," A.S. President
Tony Robinson told Meadows. "If you pass
this, the board will just waive it."
The board eventually voted not to
accept the stipulation.
A stipulation that was added involved
the A.S. co-sponsorship of campus
programs. The addition limits cosponsorship to one-time events. It also
prevents A.S. from co-sponsoring groups
trying to avoid campus recognition. The
addition was accepted unanimously by the
nine board members present.
The campus-recognized clause was an
important addition, according to the
board. The first stipulation listed under
special allocations says that groups,
organizations and clubs must be a
recognized student organization to be
eligible for the committee’s funding.
The board switched one stipulation
from "low priority" status to an exempt
position.
Purchasing sports equipment with
special allocations money is now forbidden, as a result of the directors
decision. Meadows gave two reasons for
the decision. He said the purchases are

unnecessary and the equipment is already
provided by the A.S. Leisure Services
program.
Another stipulation, concerning the
purchase of food and refreshment for A.S.
funded activities, was discussed. The
stipulation states that the purchases could
be used only on the days of the scheduled
event. According to Meadows, this
prevents group members from spending
the money for themselves.
Now that the budget has been completed, the board will pass its version on to
Fullerton. She then has the option of accepting the package as is or returning it to
the board for any additional work she may
think the budget needs.

Evans said that often an EIR for campus buildings is
not necessary, but in the case of the Rec Center the report
may be required.
’I think it would be in the board’s best interest to seek
available funds for a full-blown EIR," he said.
He explained the report, which can sometimes take a
year to complete, may be necessary to assess possible
traffic problems in the surrounding area and that
allocating the funds now would "buy time further on in the
construction process."
Evans estimated the cost of the report would not be
more than $30,000.
"I’d feel more comfortable seeing something in
writing," said Charlie Whitcomb, Ombudsman, and the
board was tabled the decision.

Alumni help SJSU
publicize open house
Open house Friday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
for SJSU’s 125th anniversary celebration, the Alumni
Association has been helping to get the word out and
publicize the event.
According to association office manager Kris
Rickard, more than 1,000 letters have been sent which
explain the event and encourage attendance.
The association is also handling the reservations for
the 46 Distinguished Alumni Awards which will be given
at 3 p.m. in the S.U. Loma Prieta room. Rickard said she
expects 150 to 300 reservations.
On the list of the alumni to be honored are Councilwoman Shirley Lewis, Recreation and Leisure Studies,
Thomas A. Lopes, Business Administration and the
president of State Oil Company and James L. MeGaugh,
Psychology, executive vice chancellor, U.C. Irvine.

THE ANSWER IS...
continued from page 6
Moorhead was born in 1913, graduated
SJSU in 1934, served as an historian for the
Air Force during WWII and came back to
teach here in 1946.
In 1954, he became the first chairman of
the then-combined history, geography and
economics department. In 1957, he became
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dean of the School of Humanities and Arts
( which included social science and had half
the faculty of SJSU I.
He was the first chairman of the
Academic Senate, then called the Academic
Council.
When he died in 1972, Centennial Hall was
renamed in his honor.
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Congratulations SJSU
on 125 years!
Spartan Shops, Inc. invites you to BRING YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
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